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BURO. SINGAPORE • OUR MISSION

We’re luxury reinventors telling your brand story to Generation
Now in a compelling, intelligent and innovative way told through an
Asian lens.
By upholding the codes of journalism, and with experience in
crafting stories for the ever-changing digital ecosystem, Buro. will
always bring you a fresh take on what really matters.
Live luxury: Be Buro.

BURO. DNA

PLAYFUL.

SMART.

BOLD.

RELEVANT.

How we behave —

How we look —

How we speak —

IRREVERENT
INSPIRING
UNEXPECTED

DYNAMIC
COLOURFUL
CLEAN

HONEST
WITTY
PERSONAL

BURO. MARKET POSITION

MILLENNIAL DIGITAL TITLES
Nylon
Vice
Cleo

INTERNATIONAL
FASHION TITLES

Elle
Harper's Bazaar
T Magazine
L'Officiel

Her World
Honeycombers
Lifestyle Asia
CNA Lifestyle

LIFESTYLE TITLES

BURO. WORLD

BURO247.SG — RESPONSIVE DESIGN; CROSS-DEVICE FUNCTIONALITY

SPECIAL PROJECTS AND
BRANDED CONTENT

SOCIAL CHANNELS

EXPERIENTIAL EVENTS

FRIENDS OF BURO.

BURO. LARGE — BURO. IN PRINT

VIDEOS

BURO. EXPERIENCE

BURO.EXPERIENCE

CONSUMER EXPECTATION
& REWARD

BESPOKE
CONTENT
CREATION

SENSORY
EVENTS

CROSS-CHANNEL
PROMOTION

SUPPER CLUBS

At BURO. our mission is to inspire
action with every piece of
content shared, redeﬁning our
audience’s
experience
of New
At Buro. our mission
is to inspire
action with
Luxury.
every piece of content
shared, redefining our
audience's experience of New Luxury.

Our Experience programme is
Our Experience programme
is designed
to
designed to
create memorable,
create memorable,
insightfuland
andvalued
valued exchanges
insightful
exchanges between our audience, the Buro.
between our audience, the
team and our universe of influential partners.
BURO. team and our universe of
inﬂuential partners.

CONSUMERCENTRIC

GIGS
PODCASTS

BY INVITATION

COLLAB CURATIONS

COLLABORATION
& MAKER NETWORK
CASCADE

ON-COUNTER
VIRTUAL TAKEOVERS

BESPOKE TO
BRAND
SALES TARGETS
REFERRAL TARGETS
BRAND AWARENESS

HIGH PROFILE
RETREATS
AWARDS

CELEBRATIONS
DESTINATIONS
EXPERIENCES

MASTERCLASS
RETREATS

POP-OUT
IN-STORE
FESTIVAL
ON-THE-ROAD

MESSAGE
AUGMENTATION

POSTEVENT
ACTIVATION

WORD OF
MOUTH
GENERATION

EDITORIAL THEMES 2020

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

THE CULT OF LIMITED EDITION

MODERN PARTNERSHIPS

MONEY: HOW TO SPEND IT

ADULTING

SECRETS

THE ART OF TRAVEL

Does scarcity appeal still
work in 2020? We shine a
spotlight on cult brands and
how they amass a following.

How have relationships evolved
over the years? Are people
still getting married? How is
love viewed these days? And
how important are partnerships
in other areas of life?

Everything you’ve ever wanted
to know about earning,
spending, saving, investing,
and being financially savvy.

The ultimate handbook to
dealing with life: from
being present, living more
effectively and dealing with
difficult conversations.

What lies beneath the surface?
We uncover underground haunts
and delve into topics like
double lives, privacy issues,
and more.

How has travel changed in the
last few years? Will it ever
be truly sustainable? We talk
about meaningful experiences
that go beyond the happy,
shiny facades presented on
social media.

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

GRIT

PRIVILEGE

20/20 VISION (BURO. LARGE)

THE PAIN OF BEING AVERAGE

PRESS PAUSE

GIVING BACK

The road to success is never
easy. We talk inspiration,
failure and the importance of
a ‘never give up’ attitude.

We get honest about all
kinds of privilege — family
background, gender, race,
social mobility, and more —
and how we can use it for
good.

It’s the end of a decade what’s next? A look back at
the past 10 years and ahead
into the future.

Are millennials a bunch of
overachievers? We deep dive
into the psyche, labels and
mental health issues faced by
an “entitled” generation.

Don’t lose sleep. Here’s how
to kick back, relax and snooze
your way to better rest and
health.

Buro. gives back in this
season of giving. Here’s how
you can also do your part for
your community.

BURO247.SG VERTICALS

FASHION

BEAUTY

LIFESTYLE

CULTURE

WATCHES &
JEWELLERY

SHOP

BURO. NUMBERS

Instagram
@buro.singapore
25,600+ followers
Facebook
Pageviews per month 1,039,070
Unique pageviews per month 428,205

Buro 24/7 Singapore
14,000+ subscribers

Sessions 231,906
Pages per session 4.48

Youtube

Session duration 04:22

Buro. Singapore

Users per month 174,953
Disclaimer: These figures are as of October 2019

656,779 views

BURO. DEMOGRAPHICS

BURO. SINGAPORE’S READERS ARE
WELL-HEELED, FASHION-CONSCIOUS
AND DISCERNING INDIVIDUALS
Buro. Singapore speaks to Generation Now,
a new kind of demographic made up of
trendsetters, style-savants, the emerging affluent,
and the jet-set elite. Impeccably stylish and
switched on, our readers are after luxurious and
one-of-a-kind experiences in fashion, beauty,
lifestyle, and contemporary culture. The Buro.
reader is highly sociable with a voracious appetite
for cutting-edge digital content. As such, they
turn to buro247.sg for forward-thinking ideas and
unique local knowledge curated for both a male
and female audience.

Age
16.4% are aged 18-24
46.2% are aged 25-34
19.4% are aged 35-44
Gender
61.1% female
38.9% male

BURO. TRIBE

ELIZABETH RACHEL LEE,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

NORMAN TAN,
DIGITAL EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

CRYSTAL LEE,
DEPUTY EDITOR

VANESSA CAITLIN,
GROUP DIGITAL CREATIVE PRODUCER

As Editor-in-Chief, Elizabeth
oversees an insanely talented bunch
of writers and editors. After a
decade in the publishing industry,
she knows a good story when she's
being pitched one. When she's not
busy managing Buro, she's probably
distracted by one of these things:
shoes, travel, or the perfect MLBB
lipstick.

Norman heads up digital at IMV with
a vision and passion for creating
a
rich
and
seamless
digital
experience. He started his career
at men’s lifestyle journal August
Man before joining Billionaire.com
as Market & Lifestyle Editor.

In her free time, she likes geeks
out on techy stuff like AI and robots.
At work, she dreams up ideas for
clients’ campaigns and makes sure
Buro's online stories get the eyeballs
they deserve.

Vanessa joins IMV after heading up
visuals
at
Billionaire.com.
As
Group Digital Creative Producer,
she focuses on special projects,
digital collaborationswith clients,
overseesthe overall aesthetics
on the platform as well as direct
video projects and shoot fashion
editorials.

JOLENE KHOR,
FASHION AND BEAUTY EDITOR

ARAVIN SANDRAN,
CULTURE EDITOR

JANICE SIM,
ASSOCIATE LIFESTYLE EDITOR

EMILY HENG,
BEAUTY WRITER

Jolene’s commitment to fashion,
feminism and french fries can be
traced further than her days at
Singapore Tatler as its Assistant
Digital Editor. As the surveyor of
style, she reports on trends and
news from the runway and beyond,
and offers insights to the culture
of the industry.

Aravin believes culture is the
most immediate, acute, and precise
reflection
of
society.
Tracking
the art, design and entertainment
scenes for the best and brightest
talents and happenings, he brings
an informed and artful prose to
Buro., contributing to the dreams,
debates, and dialogues of our times.

Passionate about all things that
result in a happier self, Janice
manages the sub-sections of the
lifestyle beat on the site — food and
drink, travel, technology, health
and fitness, and motoring. She's also
one that can be enticed easily over
a good cup of coffee.

Emily stands at 1.6m, but contains
several
lofty
aspirations
that
she believes she would be able to
achieve if she stood at the height
of 1.64m. Writing the beauty beat,
thankfully, is not one of them. She
is a lipstick aficionado and a sucker
for gorgeous eyeshadow palettes.

CELINE YAP,
CONTRIBUTING WATCHES & JEWELLERY
EDITOR

AMELIA CHIA,
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

GUO XIONG HO,
FASHION WRITER

TRACY PHILLIPS,
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

Guo Xiong views fashion to be the
window to cultural zeitgeist. As
an art form and means to creative
self-expression, he believes that
gender has no place in dictating
style. He lives for the haute and
kitschy, but subscribes most to the
colour of his soul: black.

Programming agency director, former
radio DJ, creative consultant and
stalwart in the Singapore fashion
and lifestyle scene, Tracy
brings
invaluable
industry insight and
gravitas; contributing exclusively
to Buro. Singapore on music and
contemporary
culture
issues.

Haute horlogerie expert and exeditor of Revolution, Celine has over
10 years of luxury watch experience
(she can recite the alphabet of watch
brands) and is a self-confessed
foodie and Sudoku-junkie.

With eight years of experience
covering
fashion,
beauty
and
lifestyle, Amelia brings her varied
allegiances with her when it comes
to writing and overseeing editorial
content on the website. An overt
shoe and spa lover, she previously
managed the beauty beat at Harper's
BAZAAR Singapore.

SPONSORSHIPS AND
BRANDED-CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

STANDARD ADVERTORIALS

A product or service focused advertorial written by Buro. that
appears organically in the site's content feed.

• 3 images per story
• Up to 400 words of text
• Social Media traffic drivers
1 x Instagram Post
1 x Facebook Post
• Special positioning on Buro247.sg
• 100% SOV *
Final layout, copy and page design subject to
editorial approval. This will be labelled as a
promotion.
*Additional charges apply
STANDARD LAYOUT

100% SOV *

INTEGRATED VIDEO PACKAGES

Engage the reader through a series of videos to increase top-of-mind
recall for your product or service
• Creating videos in collaboration with editorial team
• Inclusion in Buro247.sg ‘Specials’ module
• Social Media traffic drivers
1 x Instagram Post
1 x Facebook Post
• Special positioning on Buro247.sg
• 100% SOV *
Minimum six-week lead time from sign off and receipt of assets

Final layout, copy and page design subject to editorial
approval. This will be labelled as a promotion.
*Additional charges apply
STANDARD LAYOUT

100% SOV *

BESPOKE ADVERTORIALS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

Opportunity to devise a bespoke advertising solution to cater to specific
client objectives
• A fully tailored digital project to create a lasting impact
• Holistic campaign to include social media and offline activation(s)
• Social Media traffic drivers
1 x Instagram Post
1 x Facebook Post
• Special positioning on Buro247.sg
• 100% SOV *

Final layout, copy and page design subject to editorial
approval. This will be labelled as a promotion.
*Additional charges apply
MICROSITE FOR CLÉ DE PEAU BEAUTÉ:
YVETTE'S BANGKOK

MICROSITE FOR ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA:
SHEEP TO SHOP

https://www.buro247.sg/yvette-king-bangkok-luxuryweekend/cle-de-peau-beaute/index.php

https://www.buro247.sg/zegna/

BURO. ADVERTISING
LEADERBOARD, SIDE SKINS & HALFPAGE BANNERS*
Homepage

SGD $24,000 per fortnight / $30,000 per month

Fashion

SGD $11,500 per fortnight / $13,800 per month

Beauty

SGD $5,750 per fortnight / $8,050 per month

Lifestyle

SGD $5,750 per fortnight / $8,050 per month

Culture

SGD $4,400 per fortnight / $6,600 per month

Watches & Jewellery

SGD $3,600 per fortnight / $4,000 per month

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Standard Advertorial

SGD $10,000

Video/Photo Advertorial

SGD $15,000

Bespoke Advertorial

SGD $18,000

Bespoke Campaign

Prices to be confirmed indvidually

YOUTUBE
Video Sponsorship

All Rates are NETT and in SGD.
*100% SOV for all placements.

SGD $8,000

DISPLAY AD SPECS • DESKTOP

1
2
DIMENSIONS
1. Top Leaderboard
1460 x 180 px
2. Menu Button*
80 x 70 px
3. Halfpage banner
300 x 600 px
Maximum file size for
Rich Media Ad assets:
1MB

4. Side skins
480 x 1080 px
5. Side skins Impt. Info. **
140 x 768 px
**Please contain important
information on your side
skin banner to this
dimension, so smaller
laptops (such as the
Macbook) are still able to
see your ad.

4

5

3

5

4

Maximum file size for
.JPG, .PNG, . GIF
assets:
200KB
Accepted formats for 1,
3, 4/5:
HTML5, Code tags,
.JPG, .PNG, .GIF
Accepted formats for 2:
.JPG

DISPLAY AD SPECS • DESKTOP

DIMENSIONS

1

1. Expandable halfpage
1000 x 600 px
2. Special projects button
300 x 60 px
3. Halfpage Billboard
1000 x 250 px
Maximum file size for Rich
Media Ad assets:
1MB

2
3

Maximum file size for
.JPG, .PNG, . GIF assets:
200KB
Accepted formats for 1:
HTML5, Code tags
Accepted formats for 2:
.JPG
Accepted formats for 3:
HTML5, Code tags, .JPG,
.PNG, .GIF

DISPLAY AD SPECS • MOBILE

1
DIMENSIONS
1. Top Leaderboard
320 x 150 px
2. Halfpage banner
300 x 250 px

2
Maximum file size for Rich
Media Ad assets:
1MB
Maximum file size for
.JPG, .PNG, . GIF assets:
200KB
Accepted formats:
HTML5, Code tags,
.JPG, .PNG, .GIF

DISPLAY BANNERS SPECS
DEVICE

AD UNIT

DIMENSIONS
(PIXELS)

FORMAT

Desktop

Side skins

480 x 1080
140 x 768*

HTML5 / Code tags / .Jpg /
.Png / .Gif

Leaderboard

1460 x 180

HTML5 / Code tags / .Jpg /
.Png / .Gif

Halfpage banner

300 x 600

HTML5 / Code tags / .Jpg /
.Png / .Gif

Expandable halfpage banner

1000 x 600

HTML5 / Code Tags

Menu button

80 x 70

.Jpg

Special button

300 x 60

.Jpg

Halfpage Billboard

1000 x 250

HTML5 / Code tags / .Jpg /
.Png / .Gif

Leaderboard

320 x 150

HTML5 / Code tags / .Jpg /
.Png / .Gif

Halfpage banner

300 x 250

HTML5 / Code tags / .Jpg /
.Png / .Gif

Mobile

Important:
*All key image / information should stay within 140 x 768 for side skins on desktop. This
is to ensure that your ad can still be seen on smaller laptops (such as the Macbook).
Maxiumum file size for .Jpg, .Png, .Gif assets: 200KB
Maxiumum file size for Rich Media Ad assets: 1MB

CONTACT US

EDITORIAL

MARKETING

SALES

Elizabeth Rachel Lee, Editor-in-Chief

Natasha Damodaran, Marketing Director

Joe Tan, Director of Sales

el@buro247.sg

n.damodaran@imv.com.sg

jt@buro247.sg

Crystal Lee, Deputy Editor

June Chen, Marketing Manager

Deric Ng, Senior Sales Manager

cl@buro247.sg

j.chen@imv.com.sg

dn@buro247.sg

Marco Loureiro, Senior Account Manager
ml@buro247.sg

Indochine Media Pte Ltd

•

1 Syed Alwi Road #02-02 Singapore 207628

•

t

+65 6225 4045

•

w

www.buro247.sg

